To Whom it May Concern,
I am writing to object to the PDO plans on the following grounds: ·
·

·

·
·
·

·

Brownfield sites should be exhausted before green field sites are lost forever for
future generations
The consultation process has been poorly handled and appears to be a tick box
exercise with small venues being picked to control numbers. Obscure papers
used to publicize consultations meetings. Why book the park royal and only have
the room at minimum capacity. The online form seems to have been designed
to put people off submitting objections by making it so complicated.
On whose agenda are you working. You are in position to represent the wishes
of the residents of Warrington, the people who pay your wages. Not to work on
your own agenda. Where is there any evidence of preference of people who
actually live in the areas who will be impacted by these proposals. All of this
seems very positioned like a done deal
On what evidence has the need for the numbers of new houses in the Appleton
area been based, other than council aspiration as it appears in your own video
The majority of residents in Warrington don’t wish to become a City – again
listen to the people who put you in these roles.
Planning appears to still be being allowed with plans agreed for a large
development in Thelwall/Grappenhall. If this is to be a coherent plan, all
proposals should form part of this.
The plans do not appear to be able to solve any traffic congestion, and that is
before a ridiculous amount of houses are added into the equation.

The south of Warrington can no longer be bled dry to fund other areas of Warrington to have
our services and school funding decreasing year on year. Then to try and generate more money
by grossly over populating a small area is purely ridiculous
Regards

